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NEW & NOTEWORTHY

We have designed and validated an end-tidal forcing system that removes the need for manual tuning and control policies based on rules-of-thumb, while allowing for accurate control of gases along spontaneous and complicated time courses and under nonsteady physiological conditions. The principal new feature enabling this improved controller performance is its use of a generic mathematical model of the cardiopulmonary system to capture the relationship between inspired and endtidal gas concentrations at each breath.
FORCING OF END-TIDAL GASES is a common experimental technique for studying cardiorespiratory physiology and function. The term end-tidal forcing (ETF) generally describes techniques that alter the composition of inspired gases for the purposes of independently controlling the end-tidal partial pressures of oxygen (PET O 2 ) and carbon dioxide (PET CO 2 ) , where the end-tidal partial pressures are those measured at the end of each breath. End-tidal partial pressures are a reliable proxy for the more difficult to measure arterial values (4)-end-tidal forcing thus provides indirect control of arterial blood gases. Perturbation of end-tidal gases has proven to be a useful paradigm for studying the role of arterial gases in the control of ventilation (24, 26) , evaluation of cerebrovascular function (18) , and simulating the detrimental effects of respiratory pathologies, such as sleep apnea (7) .
Independently controlling end-tidal values with inspired gases is challenging for a number of technical and physiological reasons. First, during ETF, inspired gas concentrations are controlled by mixing and humidifying air from separate gas sources and end-tidal values are measured from sensors with relatively slow response times (Ͼ0.5 s). Delays in these processes prevent immediate alterations in inspired gases planned based on measured end-tidal values. Second, even rapid changes in inspired gases result in much slower end-tidal responses because the inspiratory gases are filtered by the much larger lung and body tissue volumes (12) . Third, the relationship between inspired and end-tidal values depends on ventilation rate, cardiac output, and metabolic rate, which vary over time and between subjects (28) . Finally, the autonomic control of ventilation, which is very sensitive to arterial blood gases, also works against external control of blood gases by adjusting ventilation in an attempt to return gas levels to baseline levels. Modern ETF systems, classified by use of either active or passive corrective feedback (see subsequent paragraphs for definitions of active and passive), address many of these challenges by restricting end-tidal control to step changes during steady-state and low-intensity (resting) conditions. This choice limits the complexity of the end-tidal response to inspired gases and allows heuristic planning of inspired concentrations to speed step transitions. Heuristic approaches compute inspired gases using rules of thumb gained through experience and may be sufficient under some circumstances such as step changes but are not necessarily generally appropriate for other controlled changes (e.g., ramps, sinewaves). We addressed these issues by modifying gas delivery hardware to reduce delays and modeling the cardiopulmonary system to allowing planning of inspired gas concentrations for a wide range of desired end-tidal time courses, including during nonsteady metabolic expenditure conditions. Active feedback systems, otherwise known as dynamic endtidal forcing systems, use computer control to assess the difference between desired, or reference, end-tidal values and measured end-tidal values on a breath-by-breath basis. These systems then automatically adjust inspired air concentrations to compensate for this difference or error (13, 20) . Computercontrolled feedback systems perform well in steady state because feedback excels at rejecting even small errors over time. However, feedback systems suffer from delays associated with measuring end-tidal values and delivering inspired air concentrations. These delays limit how effectively feedback control can reject end-tidal errors related to rapid changes in reference values or ventilation induced perturbations of measured values. Some active systems overcome the former limitation by incorporating a parallel feedforward controller that predicts necessary inspired gases to achieve reference end-tidal values either based on respiratory models (20) or predetermined heuristics (13) . Active ETF systems have generally achieved step-like changes in end-tidal values in resting subjects within several breaths and maintained steady-state conditions with an absolute error of Ͻ1 mmHg and standard deviation of ϳ1 mmHg (13, 20) .
An alternative to active ETF systems are passive systems, which avoid using computer-based feedback by designing the respiratory equipment to passively dampen perturbations in end-tidal values attributed to variations in ventilation rate (2, 10, 22) . These passive systems, referred to as prospective end-tidal targeting systems, rely on sequential delivery of a preplanned control gas and previously exhaled gas within a single breath. Increased ventilation rates beyond baseline draw increasingly from the exhaled air reservoir, which contains gas roughly at the arterial blood gas levels. Therefore, only control gas participates in exchange within the lungs and end-tidal values are automatically stabilized against increases in ventilation rate (2, 22) . This sequential delivery also reduces variations of respiratory gases within the lung and improves matching between end-tidal and arterial gas values. Passive ETF systems have achieved similar performance for step-like changes as active systems (22) in subjects at rest. However, passive systems have traditionally relied on preplanned estimations of required inspired gas and therefore cannot compensate for drifts in metabolic rate or rate of gas storage in body tissues (5) , making them less accurate during nonsteady-state exercise conditions and over longer time scales.
While end-tidal step changes in at-rest subjects are suitable for a number of physiological investigations, current implementations of active and passive ETF systems are restricted to these experimental conditions. These implementations rely on control heuristics specific to step perturbations that would be unsuitable for other end-tidal time courses (e.g., ramp). These systems also assume that the parameters that affect the endtidal response (e.g., ventilation rate, metabolic rate) are relatively constant, either by choices in feedback control parameters or by preplanned inspired gas concentrations. Ideal control parameters should vary as a function of the dynamic relationship between inspired and end-tidal values. Static controllers thus restrict end-tidal control to conditions of quasi-steady breathing and preclude testing under conditions of nonsteady exercise.
A more general approach would be useful for studies that require end-tidal control during nonsteady conditions and for which the reference time courses cannot be planned ahead of time. One of many potential applications is the control of end-tidal values during nonsteady exercise to estimate the role of blood gases in the hyperpnea response to exercise onset (6) . A second application involves maintaining PET O 2 levels during rapid changes in PET CO 2 induced by hyperventilation for the purposes of measuring cerebrovascular reactivity to hypocapnic CO 2 , a useful measure of cerebrovascular function (3, 5) .
The purpose of this paper is to present the design and evaluation of a more generalized active end-tidal forcing system that improves upon limitations of existing systems. This generalized system removes the need for specific manual tunings and control heuristics, while allowing for accurate control of gases along spontaneous and complicated time courses, and under nonsteady metabolic expenditure conditions. The principal new feature enabling this improved controller performance is its use of a generic mathematical model of the cardiopulmonary system to capture the relationship between inspired and end-tidal gas concentrations. The parameters of this model are not static but are instead updated at each breath using measured respiratory parameters. The feedback component of our controller uses the updated model to retune its control parameters at each breath, improving control during nonsteady conditions. The feedforward component of our controller uses the updated model to design the appropriate inspired gas concentrations based on any reference end-tidal signal, improving tracking of spontaneous and complicated time courses. In addition to a new controller, we designed gas delivery hardware to reduce delays in controlled air delivery and to attain airflow rates suitable for testing during moderate exercise. To test the performance of our end-tidal forcing system, we used step changes in reference end-tidal gas values during both steady and nonsteady metabolic expenditure conditions and evaluated how quickly and accurately the actual end-tidal gases responded. We also evaluated controller performance using sine waves of increasing frequency, which are not typically achievable with manual tuning or heuristics-based control.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we first describe our generalized ETF system design, beginning with the hardware and then followed by the software. We then describe the experimental conditions and analysis used to quantify system performance.
Hardware Design
We designed the gas delivery hardware to provide controlled concentrations of inspired air with high accuracy and low delay. We based the initial design on a compact end-tidal forcing system from Koehle et al. (13) , which consists of medical grade compressed gas tanks (air, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide) regulated to supply gas via solenoid valves to a mixing and humidification chamber and then to a reservoir bag from which the subjects drew inspired air (Fig.  1A) . The volume of air delivered at each breath matched the previous breath's tidal volume to maintain sufficient reserve volume (ϳ1.5 liters) in the reservoir bag. This design requires comparatively low inspiratory flow rates because subjects inhale from a closed intake system, leaving no unused gas mixture. We additionally modified the design to increase and stabilize flow rates of air delivery and reduce delays in delivering controlled air to the subject, as described below.
Pneumatic hardware provided maximum flow rates of mixed air of 110 l/min, which we estimated to exceed the maximum subject ventilation rate when exposed to hypercapnic and hypoxic conditions during moderate exercise (14) . Pressure regulators (Blueshield 60 Series; Air Liquide) connect to the gas tanks and provide a 60 psi source for the solenoid valves. Solenoid valves (model 8262G202; ASCO) regulate flow for each of four air channels in an on/off manner and were sized to achieve a small pressure drop across the valve (Ͻ1 psi) at 60 psi and for peak flow conditions. The oxygen line solenoid valve was cleaned and guaranteed for oxygen service. We also installed brass orifices (E-63-BR air and nitrogen lines; EIJLC-40-2-BR oxygen line; O'Keefe Controls) downstream of the solenoid valves to regulate and stabilize the airflow against changes in pressure downstream of the orifices, which varies with humidification level, volume of the reservoir bag, and inhalation rate. The four air channels were then merged into a single tube before entering the humidification unit. The solenoid valves were opened and then closed once per breath cycle to deliver a burst of air into the respiratory bag. We calibrated each channel by varying the length of time the corresponding solenoid valve was open and measuring the volume of air delivered. The relationship between valve open duration and delivered air volume served as the calibration function which the real-time controller used to select the valve open durations at each breath based on the desired delivery volume of each gas.
End-tidal feedback control performance suffers from delays in both measuring end-tidal values and altering them through the delivery of inspired air concentrations. We designed system components to minimize these delays. Measures of end-tidal values are delayed because the respiratory gas analyzer (Vmax; SensorMedics, Yorba Linda, CA) must transport gas from the mouth to the oxygen and carbon dioxide sensors and because these sensors have finite response times. The total sensing delay of ϳ0.65 s for our oxygen sensor occupies a significant fraction of a typical inhalation period and therefore is a significant factor when designing the software controller. We therefore focused on two other modifiable delays associated with controlled air delivery. Filtering delay is the delay associated with changing the contents of the reservoir bag and occurs because new air entering the reservoir bag mixes with ϳ1.5 liters of residual air maintained in the reservoir bag. We reduced filtering effects by maintaining a minimal volume of air in the bag and by modeling and compensating for this gas composition when regulating incoming air (see Software Control Design). Transit delay defines the time from when air exits an open solenoid valve to when it enters the reservoir bag. Our design minimized the two largest sources of transit delay: humidification and air tubing volume. Transit delay was minimized during the humidification process by injecting water vapor directly into the compressed air stream, analogous to the carburetor fuel injection of older automobile engines (Fig. 1C) . Briefly, a water bottle was connected to and pressurized by the merged air stream. The bottom of the water bottle drained into intravenous tubing with a 25 g hypodermic needle, which was inserted into the merged airline downstream of the water bottle. Fig. 1 . End-tidal forcing system design and controller diagram. A: we have built a custom end-tidal forcing system that controls the end-tidal partial pressures of oxygen (PETO 2 ) and carbon dioxide (PETCO 2 ) by varying the gas composition of inspired air. The system consists of compressed gas sources (air, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide) connected via four electronically controlled valves to humidifier and then an inspiratory reservoir bag from which the participant breathes. Subjects were outfitted with a respiratory mask that connects to the reservoir bag and captures inspired and expired air for measurement. B: diagram of gas controller implemented within end-tidal control loop. A real-time control system compares measured end-tidal gas partial pressures with reference pressures, chooses inspired air proportions to minimize the differences based on feedforward and feedback control laws, compensates for ventilation adaptations and reservoir bag contents, and computes the timing of valve opening to provide the appropriate gas mixture to the subject. C: diagram of humidifier.
The tubing was narrowed at this location to create a pressure differential between the water bottle and needle tip with air flow, injecting water directly into the compressed air stream and humidifying the air to ϳ50% relative humidity. This design differs significantly from previous humidification systems, which bubble air through a water container (13) or medical humidifier (22) , both at the cost of significant dead space and thus transit delay. We also minimized transit delay by limiting the length of all tubing and selecting the inner diameter to be as small as possible without restricting air flow. Polyethylene tubing [1/4-in. inner diameter (ID), 3/8-in. outer diameter (OD)] connected flow equipment upstream of the humidifier. Nalgene tubing (1/4-in. ID) was used to connect the humidifier to the reservoir bag. The system delivered gas to subjects through a facemask (V2 Mask; Hans Rudolph, Shawnee, KS) connected to a two-way flow sensor and gas analyzer (Vmax; SensorMedics). We chose facemasks over mouthpieces to allow more natural breathing from both nose and mouth and to allow subjects to verbally communicate with the experimenter. The end of the flow sensor connected to a two-way nonrebreathing valve (NRB 2700; Hans Rudolph), with the expiratory port open to the atmosphere and the inspiratory port connected to the reservoir bag.
An Analog Interface Pod of the Vmax metabolic system provided analog output signals representing the instantaneous partial pressures of oxygen (PO 2) and carbon dioxide (PCO2), as well as instantaneous inspiratory and expiratory flow rates. A finger pulse oximeter (Nonin 7500; Nonin Medical, Plymouth, MN) provided arterial oxygen saturation (Sa O 2 ) and heart rate. A real-time control system (Simulink Real-Time Workshop; The Mathworks, Natick, MA) acquired all variables at 240 Hz using an analog-to-digital converter (National Instruments). Measured respiratory signals determined inspiration and expiration timing events and minute expired ventilation (V E), tidal volume (VT), and respiratory frequency (fR). We defined the end-tidal partial pressures of oxygen (PETO 2 ) and carbon dioxide (PETCO 2 ) as the local minimum and maximum values of PO2 and PCO2, respectively, at the expiration phase of each breath.
Software Control Design
The conceptual goal of the computer control system is to achieve reference end-tidal time courses by designing a breath-by-breath time course of inspired gases. Changes in ventilation rate and metabolic rate are treated as unknown disturbances that perturb the end-tidal values. Feedback control is a superior strategy for such disturbances (17) . However, feedback systems are sensitive to noisy or delayed sensed signals (i.e., end-tidal values) and to delays in delivering the input to the system (inspired gas levels). End-tidal values are generally noisy because of breath-by-breath ventilation variations. As discussed in the previous section, the control system computes a designed inspired concentration for the subsequent inhalation after measured end-tidal values at exhalation but delivery of this inspired air is delayed by a significant breath fraction. Although sensitive to unknown disturbances, feedforward systems are generally robust in the presence of such time delays (17) . Therefore, a feedforward control component was added in parallel with the feedback pathway. This feedforward controller adjusted the inspired gas concentrations based on predicted requirements for achieving the time course of the reference values (20) . Here, we describe model development and controller design for PET CO 2 control (see APPENDIX). A similar process informed PETO 2 controller design but is not presented in detail here.
We employed several unique software control improvements over existing ETF systems. We used a mathematical model of the cardiopulmonary system, updated at each breath using measured respiratory parameters, to plan feedforward and feedback control parameters that also varied from breath to breath. 
The cardiopulmonary model describes the arterial blood gas response to changes in inspired gas. As a transfer function, the model for CO2 takes the form,
where the function is parameterized by physiologically relevant timing parameters,
and where T 1, T2, and T3 represent mean residence times associated with blood perfusion of the lung, air perfusion of the lung, and blood perfusion of the body tissue, respectively. VA CO 2 and VTCO 2 are the effective storage volume of the lung and body tissues with respect to CO 2, Q is the cardiac output, V A is the minute alveolar ventilation, and KCO 2 is the slope of the CO2 dissociation curve. Volume parameters are estimated based on subject age, height, and resting tidal volume, while the timing parameters are dynamically updated at each breath based on a five breath running median filter for V A and estimation of Q (see APPENDIX). While the model assumptions and simplifications do reduce the accuracy of arterial gas predictions, a perfect model is not necessary to achieve successful control as feedback control is particularly suited to compensate for control errors induced by model inaccuracies. The feedforward controller plans inspired gas values based only on reference arterial time courses and is equivalent to using an inverse of the cardiopulmonary transfer function. However, since P(s) is a proper transfer function (the degree of the denominator is greater than the degree of the numerator), inversion results in a function that grows unbounded for high frequencies inputs (e.g., step changes). We therefore multiplied the inverted system by a low pass filter with filter time constant chosen to equal the smallest timing parameter (T 1) to reduce high frequency sensitivity while minimizing distortion of the plant dynamics. For implementation in the end-tidal controller, this continuous feedforward controller was converted to a discrete model with a one breath sampling period.
The feedback controller plans inspired gas values based on the error between reference and measured arterial values using a standard proportional-integral (PI) controller,
where KP and KI are the proportional and integral gains, respectively. We chose these gains based on plant model dynamics using standard design rules that seek a balance between fast rejection of errors and closed-loop stability. We further simplified the plant model (Eq. 4) so as to use standard first order tuning rules to parameterize the feedback gains (see APPENDIX). With the use of the second method of ZeiglerNichol's PI tuning (30) , the proportional and integral gains are a direct function of the model parameters,
and where TB is one respiratory period. The feedback parameters were then tested and varied in simulation to determine whether parameters based on the Ziegler-Nichols criteria were suitable when combining feedback and feedforward control. Based on simulations of step changes in reference arterial values, we found that both feedback parameters should be divided approximately by 2 to limit overshoots to Ͻ5%. For implementation in the end-tidal controller, this continuous feedback controller was converted to a discrete model with a one breath sampling period. Active ventilation compensation accounts for how changes in V A perturb end-tidal values, whether due to chemoreceptor responses or changes in metabolic rate, and adjusts the inspired air concentrations to compensate. While the feedback controllers can correct for these perturbations, its control parameters are not specifically tuned based on a cardiopulmonary system with V A as the input. Therefore, we adopted a ventilation compensation function to separately account for changes in measured V A,
where V A * is the baseline minute alveolar ventilation. Since V A above baseline increases the inspiratory gas available for exchange in the lungs, the ventilation compensation function correspondingly increases the proportion of the inspired gas at the measured arterial value, gas that theoretically does not contribute to gas exchange in the lung. For example, V A increases that follow controlled increases in PET CO 2 would temporarily lower PETCO 2 until the feedback controller can compensate by increasing the inspired CO2 concentration. The ventilation compensation function automatically increases inspired CO2 concentration (increases inspired proportion at arterial value) based on measured V A. To reduce the effects of breath-by-breath variations in V A, the ventilation compensation uses a five-breath median average of V A.
Finally, the air delivered by the solenoid valves, PI CO 2 _deliver, is then adjusted to take into account the air concentration remaining in the reservoir bag, PICO 2 _reservoir, so that the mixed concentration equals PICO 2 _corrected (Eq. 9).
PI CO 2 _deliver ϭ ͑ PI CO 2 _corrected · ͑Vdeliver ϩ 1.5͒ Ϫ 1.5 · PI CO 2 _reservoir͒ ⁄ V deliver (10) The volume of air delivered, Vdeliver, at each breath was matched to the measured tidal volume of the previous breath to maintain a sufficient reserve volume (ϳ1.5 liters) in the reservoir bag after each inhalation.
Study Design
Six volunteers participated in this study (3 male, 3 female, aged 27.7 Ϯ 3.0 yr; body mass 65.7 Ϯ 7.9 kg; mean Ϯ SD). All were healthy adults with no known history of cardiovascular, neurological, or respiratory disease or impairments affecting daily walking function. Simon Fraser University's Office of Research Ethics approved the protocol and all subjects gave written informed consent before participation.
Sitting baseline data were first recorded for 7 min as subjects sat upright, wore the facemask, and breathed a normal air mixture provided by the ETF system. This period allowed the subject to acclimate to the experimental setup and any increase in inspiratory resistance associated with the use of the facemask and nonrebreathing valve. We took as baseline measures the steady-state values during the last 3 min of this phase. Subjects then walked on a treadmill at 1.25 m/s while again breathing a normal air mixture to allow acclimation to walking while wearing the respiratory and end-tidal forcing equipment. This walking baseline trial lasted 7 min or until the subjects had achieved steady-state ventilation for at least 3 min, with the last 3 min used to determine baseline walking parameters. For both the sitting and walking baseline conditions, we quantified mean PET O 2 , PETCO 2 , V E, and VT. We then updated the cardiopulmonary model parameters based on these measured parameters and updated corresponding feedforward and feedback control parameters (see APPENDIX).
To gauge system performance, we then had subjects complete four experimental trials, covering three metabolic expenditure conditions and two types of end-tidal time courses. Metabolic expenditure conditions involved sitting at rest, walking at 1.25 m/s, and walking at a sinusoidally varying speed over a range of 1.1 to 1.4 m/s and with a period of 120 s. In the latter condition metabolic cost varied by approximately Ϯ11% relative to the cost at 1.25 m/s (29) . The first end-tidal scheme used an abbreviated protocol from Koehle et al. (13) and applied a sequence of independent step changes in PET O 2 and PETCO 2 ( Table 1 ). The second scheme applied independent changes in PETO 2 and PETCO 2 in the form of sine waves of increasing frequency, referred to as a chirp signal. The chirp signals had mean values of ϩ0 mmHg and ϩ4 mmHg relative to baseline levels and amplitudes of 40 mmHg and 4 mmHg for PET O 2 and PETCO 2 , respectively. The end-tidal signal began 240 s into the trial at a frequency of 1/900 Hz and ended at time 900 s with a frequency of 1/10 Hz, or roughly 1/5 of the maximum expected respiratory frequency of 0.5 Hz.
Each trial served as a unique validation of the end-tidal system. An important consideration when studying physiological responses to changing blood gases is the ability to control confounding gas levels independently (e.g., O 2 levels are a confound when studying reactivity of ventilation to CO2). Trial 1 (Sitting, Step signals) tested precise and independent control of PETO 2 and PETCO 2 despite large changes in V E during steady, resting conditions. Trial 2 (Steady walking, Step signals) verified control of independent step changes during conditions with higher metabolic rate and higher variability in V E. Trial 3 (Nonsteady waking, step signals) tested the generality of the system and its ability to control during nonsteady exercise. Finally, trial 4 (Nonsteady walking, chirp signals) validated control of end-tidal time courses that are more complicated then step changes and that mimic spontaneous profiles that limit the success of heuristic-based control approaches. The high-frequency portions of the chirp signal also tested the limits of the end-tidal control performance and provided a redundant confirmation of the step change performance. While the trial 1 conditions are routine in end-tidal control experiments, the conditions of trials [2] [3] [4] have not yet been tested in previous studies.
In all trials, we constrained blood gas levels within an established safe range (PET CO 2 Ͻ ϩ8 mmHg, PETO 2 Ͼ 55 mmHg) (13) . Both the subject and the experimenter had immediate access to an emergency stop button to cut off the controlled gas to the subject and deliver oxygen rich air. Monitored arterial oxygen saturation also automatically triggered the emergency stop (Sa O 2 Ͻ 75%). 
Analysis
We used standard techniques from system identification to quantify system performance. We used the step perturbation trials to identify timing and accuracy parameters of the controlled end-tidal response for the given gas undergoing the step change. Timing parameters quantified how quickly the system responded to changes in reference values and accuracy parameters quantified how well the system reduced error between reference and measured end-tidal values. Performance was quantified for both steady sitting and walking and nonsteady walking. We identified these parameters using reference end-tidal time courses as the input and the measured end-tidal responses as the output of a second-order system with time delay (23) . Fitting the data to such a model allowed precise extraction of time domain performance parameters from relatively noisy end-tidal data. A second order system was the simplest model that described the average response to a step input (i.e., the tendency of the end-tidal values to overshoot the reference value before reaching the reference value in steady state). The initial rapid behavior was quantified by time delay and rise time. Time delay was defined as the time required for the measured end-tidal values to cross 10% of the change in reference end-tidal value after the step change. Rise time was defined as the time required for the measured end-tidal values to cross 90% of the change in reference end-tidal value after the time delay. Settling time quantifies the slower settling behavior and is defined as the time required to reach and stay within 10% of the final value after the time delay. Maximum overshoot defines the maximum peak value of the end-tidal response measured relative to the reference end-tidal value (17) . Steady-state error is defined as the difference between reference and measured end-tidal values after the rise time. Steady-state variability is defined as the standard deviation of the end-tidal values after the rise time. The identified parameters minimized the sum of the squared error between the model predictions, based on the step and chirp inputs, and the measured end-tidal outputs. To implement this system identification, and generate estimates and confidence bounds on the parameter values over all subjects, we used MATLAB's idgrey.m and pem.m functions.
For the chirp perturbations we used frequency response analysis to measure the controller gain and phase lag performance criterion as a function of reference signal frequency. This was accomplished by using MATLAB's tfestimate.m function with the reference end-tidal time courses as the input and the measured end-tidal responses as the output. Signals were first interpolated at 1/2 Hz, the approximate maximum respiratory frequency measured, to provide regularly sampled signals to the algorithm. From the gain-frequency relationship, we identified the system bandwidth, or frequency at which the measured end-tidal values are attenuated by 3 dB (gain ϭ 0.707). We also identified a more conservative measure of bandwidth, where the gain falls below Ϫ0.92 dB (gain ϭ 0.9), and the system achieves 10% error. We also identified the frequency at which the phase lag exceeded 45°, the theoretical frequency at which the coefficient of determination (r 2 ) between the reference and measured end-tidal values falls below 50%. While the system performance parameters may be identified from step responses alone, chirp perturbations served to validate those findings while demonstrating tracking of an end-tidal time course not possible for most ETF systems.
Paired t-tests determined significance between parameters measured during baseline sitting and steady state walking. One-way repeated-measures ANOVA determined whether ventilation parameters and step performance parameters differed significantly between the step trials (trials 1-3) . Post hoc comparisons were performed as paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction. All analysis and statistical computations were performed in Matlab with a maximum Type I error rate (␣) of 0.05. Values are presented as mean Ϯ SD unless otherwise stated.
RESULTS
Summary
Our generalized ETF system successfully controlled endtidal values along independent time courses during varying metabolic expenditure conditions. On average, the system achieved step changes in PET CO 2 within 3.0 Ϯ 0.9 breaths and PET O 2 within 4.4 Ϯ 0.9 breaths (Figs. 2 and 3 ; Tables 2 and 3 ). The system also limited steady-state errors to 0.1 Ϯ 0.2 and 0.3 Ϯ 0.8 mmHg for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively, despite two-to threefold increases in V E over the course of the step trials and despite variations in walking speed during trial 3. Furthermore, the system achieved chirp signal time courses with minimal gain variation over the tested bandwidth.
Baseline Conditions
We used ventilation parameters established during the baseline trials to construct standing and walking specific models of respiration for planning feedforward and feedback control parameters. Average PET CO 2 significantly increased from 35.0 Ϯ 4.6 to 37.8 Ϯ 4.6 mmHg (mean Ϯ SD, P ϭ 0.04) during the sitting and walking baseline trials, respectively, whereas PET O 2 significantly decreased from 104.0 Ϯ 4.7 to 100.4 Ϯ 4.5 mmHg (P ϭ 0.04). Average V E significantly increased from 10.1 Ϯ 1.2 to 25.6 Ϯ 2.3 l/min (P ϭ 3e-5) between sitting and walking. Since the feedback gains are approximately inversely proportional to V E, this 2.5-fold increase between these metabolic expenditure conditions indicates that the appropriate feedback gains also decrease by this same factor.
Minute Ventilation During Control (Trials 1-3)
Average V E over the period of end-tidal control increased by a factor of 2.2 Ϯ 0.5, 1.7 Ϯ 0.2, and 1.7 Ϯ 0.2 over the corresponding baseline conditions for trials 1-3, respectively. The average V E during the most hypercapnic (ϩ7 mmHg PET CO 2 ) and hypoxic (Ϫ40 mmHg PET O 2 ) portion of the trials increased by respective factors of 2.7 Ϯ 0.7, 2.0 Ϯ 0.3, and 2.0 Ϯ 0.3. The appropriate feedback gains then approximately decrease by these same factors within single trials. These large changes in V E also require significant controller effort to maintain end-tidal values against these perturbations. Trial number significantly influenced variability in V E (as measured by standard deviation, P ϭ 0.027), with respective values of 5.2 Ϯ 0.9, 7.6 Ϯ 1.6, and 8.1 Ϯ 1.9 l/min, and which tends to increase end-tidal variability and thus error.
Step PET CO 2 Performance (Trials 1-3) For all trials where step changes in PET CO 2 were controlled, measured end-tidal values responded with an average time delay of 0.5 Ϯ 0.5 breaths and an average rise time of 2.5 Ϯ 0.7 breaths (Table 2) . PET CO 2 tended to overshoot reference values by 1.0 Ϯ 0.8 mmHg (13.5% overshoot) before settling within 8.2 Ϯ 6.0 breaths. The average standard deviation for PET CO 2 after the rise period was 0.8 Ϯ 0.2 mmHg, corresponding to a 1.7 Ϯ 0.4% coefficient of variation. The mean value after the rise period was 0.1 Ϯ 0.2 mmHg above the reference values and this error was not significantly different from zero (P ϭ 0.17). These metrics include the time period where PET O 2
control is turned on, inducing a 40-mmHg drop in PET O 2 and a sudden increase in V E. The timing and error metrics showed significant effects of trial type only for time delay (P ϭ 0.015) and mean error (P ϭ 0.014). However, post hoc comparisons found no significant difference between individual trials.
Step PET O 2 Performance (Trials 1-3)
For all trials where step changes in PET CO 2 were controlled, measured end-tidal values responded with an average time delay of 0.6 Ϯ 0.5 breaths and an average rise time of 3.8 Ϯ 0.8 breaths (Table 3) . PET O 2 tended to overshoot reference values by 3.0 Ϯ 2.6 mmHg (7.3% overshoot) before settling within 5.0 Ϯ 2.6 breaths. The average standard deviation for PET O 2 after the rise period was 1.8 Ϯ 0.4 mmHg, corresponding to a 2.9 Ϯ 0.7% coefficient of variation. The mean value after the rise period was 0.3 Ϯ 0.8 mmHg above the reference values, where this error was not significantly different from zero (P ϭ 0.24). These metrics include the time period where PET CO 2 suddenly steps from ϩ7 to ϩ4 and where PET CO 2 control is later turned off, events which both induced sudden drops in V E. These timing and error metrics showed significant effects of trial type only for time delay (P ϭ 0.026) and overshoot (P ϭ 0.017). Post hoc comparisons found significant difference between individual trials only for overshoot (trials 3 and 5, P ϭ 0.019).
Chirp End-tidal Performance (Trial 4)
Chirp signal time courses demonstrate frequency dependence of end-tidal control performance (Fig. 4) . The system bandwidth, indicated by the signal frequency at which the system gain falls below Ϫ3 dB, occurred at 0.066 Ϯ 0.003 and 0.053 Ϯ 0.009 Hz for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively. A more conservative measure of bandwidth, where the gain falls below Ϫ0.92 dB (10% error), occurred at 0.062 Ϯ 0.006 and 0.025 Ϯ 0.006 Hz for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively. A second measure of control performance is indicated by the signal frequency at which phase lag exceeds 45°, which we found to occur at 0.026 Ϯ 0.009 and 0.020 Ϯ 0.002 Hz for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively. A 45°delay at these frequencies corresponds to a time delay of 5.1 s and 6.3 s for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively. Root mean squares error between reference and measured values at frequencies less than the respective 45°phase lag frequencies were 1.4 Ϯ 0.3 and 10.7 Ϯ 3.3 mmHg for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively.
DISCUSSION
We successfully designed and validated a generalized active end-tidal forcing system that removed the need for manual tuning and control heuristics. This design allows for accurate control of gases along spontaneous and complicated time courses, including under nonsteady metabolic expenditure con- ditions. These findings suggest that end-tidal controllers will benefit by using models to account for the dynamic nature of the human cardiopulmonary system. The controller handles both the initial control and maintenance of end-tidal values by complementary processes (Fig. 5) . The initial control is predominantly accomplished with feedforward control, which plans adjustments in the inspired gas concentrations to affect sudden change in the fast changing gas compartments (lung and arterial blood). The maintenance of end-tidal values over longer time scales is largely accomplished with ventilation compensation and feedback control. The former compensates for V E adaptations in response to end-tidal control and the latter accommodates filling and emptying of gases in body tissue, changes in metabolic rate, and errors associated with the other controllers.
While quantitative comparisons are difficult, our system performance is similar to two other ETF systems, dynamic end-tidal forcing and prospective end-tidal targeting, for step changes in end-tidal values during resting conditions. The former system adapts the inspired concentrations using feedback control (control signals based on measured end-tidal errors) (13, 20) , while the latter system estimates required inspired values and passively corrects end-tidal errors due to V E using a novel valve design worn at the mouth (22) . Similar to these systems, step change performance during sitting (trial 1) demonstrates precise and independent control of PET CO 2 and PET O 2 in steady-state despite two-to threefold changes in V E, maintaining values with an absolute error of Ͻ0.5 mmHg and standard deviation less than 1 and 2 mmHg for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively (13, 22) . Further comparisons are difficult Values are presented as mean Ϯ SD. because timing performance metrics have not previously been quantified in detail. Here, we have provided a quantitative analysis of ETF system performance metrics not typically reported in ETF validations, such as time delay, rise time, overshoot, and settling time. These parameters roughly quantify performance of the individual components of the ETF system. The time delay is associated with delays in delivering controlled air to the subject due to end-tidal measurement delays and gas transit. Rise time and overshoot values may largely be attributed to errors in the timing and amplitude of the feedforward control signal, respectively. Settling time reflects errors in feedback control and ventilation compensation. These additional parameters should be reported in future ETF system validations, as they directly establish the limits of end-tidal control.
While step changes during sitting demonstrated similar performance to previous systems, our system was more broadly designed to handle the requirements of nonsteady exercise and nonprescribed time courses. Other groups have used their own heuristics to speed up transitions during a step change with subjects at rest. For example, Slessarev et al. used an overshooting technique that set the reference value larger than desired for two to three breaths and then returned the reference to the desired value (14, 19 -22) . Similarly, Koehle et al. delivered "bolus" mixtures for three breaths based on the amount of gas needed to change blood concentration before enacting feedback control (9, 11-13). Our controller also effectively delivers a bolus to speed step transitions, but this behavior naturally emerges out of the cardiopulmonary model based controller. This same controller will automatically provide the correct inspired gas concentrations for any reference end-tidal time course. In theory, this controller could be implemented in other active ETF systems as a software update. Additionally, step change performance during steady walking (trial 2) verifies control of independent step changes during conditions with higher metabolic rate and minute ventilation and higher variability, conditions not previously tested in other ETF systems.
Our methods also produce consistent controller performance in more difficult control conditions. Step change performance during sinusoidally varying treadmill speed (trial 3) verifies generality of the system and ability to control during nonsteady metabolic expenditure. Chirp change performance (trial 4) demonstrates end-tidal control along time courses that are more complicated then step changes and that mimic profiles that limit the success of heuristic based approaches. Both trials also demonstrate precise control despite higher V E variability. Note that although the chirp signal is prescribed in advance, the control system was given no advanced knowledge of the signal (20) and, given its dynamic nature, is meant to mimic the conditions that could possibly occur if end-tidal refer- ence values were chosen in real-time based on measured respiratory, metabolic, or biomechanical variables.
The chirp signal findings also quantified controller bandwidth. Using system gain as a performance metric, we found that the controller achieved a bandwidth (i.e., gain within Ϯ3 dB) beyond 1/20 Hz for both PET CO 2 and PET O 2 control. This bandwidth is equivalent to completing one sinusoidal cycle in 20 s. A practical rule of thumb for feedback control systems is that the sampling frequency (in our case, the breathing frequency) should be 10 times greater than the controller bandwidth (27) . Since we measured a maximum breathing frequency of ϳ1/2 Hz, our controller bandwidth covers the theoretically practical range. The measured gainbased bandwidths of 0.066 and 0.053 Hz for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 control, respectively, indicated that our ETF system can be expected to accurately control end-tidal values along any preplanned time course that contains frequency content within these ranges, albeit with a half breath delay. This bandwidth limitation predicts that measured end-tidal values would demonstrate a 2.8 and 3.5 breath rise time in response to a step change in reference values. These values are very close to the measured rise times from the step change trials (Tables 2 and 3 ), highlighting that controller bandwidth dictates the early step responses. However, system phase may be a more useful performance metric for end-tidal time courses planned in real-time because phase lag limits the correlation between reference and measured end-tidal values. By this criterion the bandwidth is limited to 0.026 and 0.020 Hz for PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , respectively, or about half the tested frequency range. The phase lag appears to be significantly explained by the time delays plus rise times of 3.0 and 4.4 breaths, respectively, measured from the step change trials (Fig. 4) . Future technical advancements, such as reducing the delay in measuring end-tidal values or improving the accuracy of the model used for feedforward control planning, could significantly increase the phasebased bandwidth (if these delays were halved, phase-based bandwidth would double). The experimental methods are subject to several limitations. First, use of a facemask and nonrebreathing valves introduced significant dead space into the breathing circuit and therefore limited the amount of new air that can be delivered at each breath. Replacing the facemask with a mouthpiece and using smaller valves could minimize dead space but subjects generally found these options uncomfortable. Also, when using a facemask, care must be taken to ensure proper fitting to avoid leaks. Second, limitations in the control system clock speed (240 Hz) potentially reduced accuracy of gas delivery through the solenoid valves since delivered volume is controlled by the valve open duration. For example, a 2-ms error in oxygen valve timing (possible at 240 Hz) would result in an error of 1.4 ml of O 2 or 1.5 mmHg for control around normal breathing. Future iterations of the ETF system could increase delivery accuracy by controlling valve timing at a higher clock speed or by replacing solenoid valves with mass flow controllers, which provide a continuous flow rate as a function of a command voltage. System delays also significantly limit feedback correction of short term end-tidal variations, induced by noise-like breath-by-breath adjustments in V E. While our system minimized the delay in controlled air delivery to ϳ0.7 s after the end of exhalation, this delay represents roughly half an inhalation period and therefore significantly limits feedback correction of short-term end-tidal errors.
Our ETF system also assumes that end-tidal gas values may be used as a proxy for the more difficult to measure arterial blood gas values. However, the difference between these values varies with ventilation rate associated changes to the dead space/tidal volume ratio (VD/VT) (11, 15, 25) . Also this assumption may not hold for subjects with lung disease or heart failure. Since ventilation rate, and thus VD/VT, adaptations lag behind end-tidal changes, relatively fast end-tidal perturbations (e.g., initial portion of a step signal or high-frequency portion of a chirp signal) are expected to produce a 1:1 change in arterial values in healthy subjects, albeit with an absolute difference based on the instantaneous VD/VT. Slower end-tidal perturbations that induce significant minute ventilation adaptations would perturb arterial values but to a significantly lesser degree. End-tidal values have been shown to accurately represent arterial values when using a prospective end-tidal targeting or passive feedback system (10) . This system uses a novel breathing apparatus to reduce variations of respiratory gases within the lung and improve matching between end-tidal and arterial gas values. Future systems could ideally combine the benefits of our controller with the passive feedback system's breathing apparatus to improve end-tidal and arterial coupling.
Since our ETF control system was based on a specific model of the human cardiopulmonary system (see APPENDIX), successful end-tidal control provides insight into the applicability of that model. Specifically, we used a two compartment model of the cardiorespiratory system, where the lungs and body tissue are modeled as separate, fixed-volume systems receiving continuous inspiratory and expiratory flows and connected by continuously circulating arterial and venous blood (12) . These "gill-type" models do not account for spatial and temporal variations of gas levels in the lung and body tissue due to the pulsatory nature of ventilation and cardiac output. This simplification is thought to explain why such models do not predict the dissociation of end-tidal and arterial values or account for variations in dead space (8, 11) . One direct test of this issue is whether a controller based on this model allows precise control of end-tidal values. The success in controlling steady and nonsteady end-tidal time courses during a variety of metabolic expenditure conditions suggests that this model does serve as a valid model of cardiorespiratory dynamics, at least for the purpose of planning controller parameters.
Generalized end-tidal control is necessary for future studies that require control during nonsteady conditions and for which the reference values cannot be planned ahead of time. One potential application is the control of end-tidal values during nonsteady exercise for the purposes of better estimating the role of blood gases in the hyperpnea response to sudden onset of exercise. A second application involves measuring cerebrovascular reactivity to CO 2 , which is often used as a noninvasive measure for cerebrovascular function. When measuring cerebral blood flow it is important to control other, confounding, vasoactive stimuli, such as O 2 in the case of a CO 2 perturbation. This is a particular challenge when investigating responses to hypocapnia because the subject must voluntarily hyperventilate to expel metabolically produced CO 2 , thereby reducing PET CO 2 but also forcing PET O 2 to rise when uncontrolled.
Finally, this device could allow us to investigate the potential role of blood gas chemoreceptors in sensing ongoing metabolic cost. Our recent work has demonstrated that the nervous system can compute motor commands that minimize energetic cost (21) . For the nervous system to optimize energetic cost, it must presumably sense the metabolic cost of ongoing movement. Candidate sensory systems include those that are sensitive to signals related to metabolic cost, and have a known role in controlling aspects of respiratory or locomotion physiology. Since a decreased concentration of O 2 and simultaneous increased concentration of CO 2 in the blood reflects an increase in net metabolism, blood gas chemoreceptors that measure these changes are one candidate sensory system. This experiment would disassociate actual and perceived metabolic rate by stimulating the chemoreceptors based on the continuously measured properties of the subject's movement, such as step frequency, and thus simulate for these sensors a novel relationship between metabolic cost and movement. If subjects adapt movement patterns to reduce perceived cost, this would be evidence that blood gas chemoreceptors signal metabolic cost for optimizing movement. For example, PET CO 2 could be controlled to negatively correlate with measured step frequency to determine if subjects increase preferred step frequency to reduce PET CO 2 , and thus sensed energy expenditure. Such an experiment specifically requires nonprescribed end-tidal reference signals that vary in real time as a function of movement parameters.
APPENDIX
Cardiopulmonary Model
Establishing a model of the system, or plant, to be controlled is a critical phase of control system design. The plant model mathematically describes how the plant's outputs vary in response to changes in its inputs. Our goal was to develop a control system for prescribing the end-tidal partial pressures of carbon dioxide and oxygen, PET CO 2 and PET O 2 , in human subjects. In this case, our plant is the human respiratory system and the experimentally controllable inputs to the system are the
inspired partial pressures of carbon dioxide and oxygen, PI CO 2 and PI O 2 . Noncontrolled variables are the metabolic rate of oxygen use and carbon dioxide production, V CO 2 and V O 2 , and the minute alveolar ventilation, V A, which can independently affect end-tidal values. End-tidal perturbations due to changes in these variables are treated as disturbances to be rejected by the control system. This supplement describes model development and controller design for PET CO 2 control, assuming equivalence of end-tidal and arterial values. A similar process informed PET O 2 controller design but is not presented in detail here.
We modeled the cardiorespiratory plant based on established differential equations describing transfer of respiratory gases in the lung and body tissues. Specifically, we used a two compartment model of the cardiorespiratory system, where the lungs and body tissue are modeled as separate, fixed-volume systems connected by the circulating arterial and venous blood (12) . This model further uses blood gas dissociation curves and simplifying assumptions to convert the lung and body tissue equations into common units and develop a single equation, or transfer function, relating inspired gas partial pressures to arterial values. Khoo et al. used this model to derive a transfer function relating arterial gas values to changes in V A. Here, we derive a transfer function relating arterial gas values to change in inspired gas values. Finally, we designed control system parameters directly from the transfer function based on standard design rules. While the model assumptions and simplifications do reduce the accuracy of arterial gas predictions, a perfect model is not necessary to achieve successful control as feedback control is particularly suited to compensate for control errors induced by model inaccuracies.
Lung compartment. The model of the lung compartment for CO 2 (Eq. A1) describes a mass balance for CO 2 within a fixed-volume lung system, where the summation of CO 2 transfer into the lung by the circulatory system and out of the lung by the ventilatory system determines the rate of change of the CO 2 concentration in the lung.
VA CO 2 dFA CO 2 dt ϭ 863
Here, VA CO 2 is the functional storage volume of the lung with respect to CO 2 , Q p is the pulmonary blood flow rate, CV CO2 These equations are also referred to as "gill models'"of respiration because they assume that ventilation and perfusion of the lung are not tidal and pulsatile processes, respectively, but instead continuous processes (8) .
Body tissue compartment. The model of the body tissue compartment for CO 2 (Eq. A2) describes a mass balance for CO 2 within a fixed-volume body tissue system.
Here, VT CO 2 is the functional storage volume of the body tissues with respect to CO 2 , CT CO 2 is the concentration of CO 2 in the tissue compartment, Q s is the systemic blood flow rate, and V CO 2 is the rate of metabolic CO 2 production. Dissociation curves. The dissociation curve for CO 2 relates blood gas concentrations to blood gas partial pressures and may be approximated by a linear function (16)
where K CO 2 (1/mmHg) and k CO 2 (dimensionless) are the slope and offset of the dissociation curve, respectively, and Pa CO 2 is the arterial partial pressure of CO 2 . This dissociation relation is also assumed to apply to venous blood and body tissues. Simplifying assumptions. Further simplification of the above equations is necessary to limit the number of independent, time-varying parameters and to allow the differential equations to be solved for Pa CO 2 as a function of changes in PI CO 2 (12) .
Assumption 1: blood flow is in steady state and therefore the rate of pulmonary blood flow Q p , system blood flow Q s , and cardiac output Q are all equal (Q p ϭ Q s ϭ Q ).
Assumption 2: diffusion of gases between the pulmonary capillaries and the alveolar gas is rapid relative to respiratory frequency and therefore the gas fractions of arterial and alve- olar blood gases are in equilibrium (e.g., FA CO 2 ϭ Fa CO 2 for CO 2 ). Assumption 3: diffusion of gases between the systemic capillaries and the body tissues is rapid relative to other modeled transport dynamics and therefore the partial pressures of venous and body tissue blood gases are in equilibrium (e.g., CT CO 2 ϭ CV CO 2 for CO 2 ).
Substitution 1: fractional concentrations of gas can be expressed as partial pressures, where PA CO 2 ϭ FA CO 2 (P amb Ϫ 47) for alveolar CO 2 and where PA CO 2 is the alveolar partial pressure of CO 2 .
Simplified differential equations. Equations A1 and A2 can be simplified by substituting in the dissociation equation (Eq. A3) and simplifying assumptions to yield lung and tissue equations that share Pa CO 2 and PV CO 2 as common, time-dependent variables.
Laplace formulation of equations. We then take the Laplace transform of Eqs. A4 and A5 to convert them from differential equations to algebraic equations for Pa CO 2 , where s is the Laplace variable.
After substituting Eq. A7 into Eq. A6, and solving for Pa CO 2 (s), we arrive at a general equation that describes how changes in Pa CO 2 (s) vary as a function of changes in PI CO 2 and V CO 2 .
Although Eq. A8 has two parallel inputs (two additive terms in the numerator), our purpose is to develop a transfer function describing only the input/output relationship between PI CO 2 and Pa CO 2 . When formulating how a relative to baseline change in PI CO 2 induces a relative change in Pa CO 2 , the right side of the numerator does not contribute and can be mathematically neglected. While V A and Q may also be considered inputs to the system (as in Khoo), they will be treated as model parameters because they nonlinearly couple to PI CO 2 . Equation A8 may be further simplified by grouping of model parameters to represent physiologically relevant mean residence times associated with filling a fixed volume at a constant flowrate,
where T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 represent mean residence times associated with blood perfusion of the lung, air perfusion of the lung, and blood perfusion of the body tissue, respectively. Plant model transfer function equation. We derived a final transfer function for the plant P(s) describing the relative arterial blood gas response to changes in inspired gas by solving Eq. A8 for Pa CO 2 ͑s͒ PI CO 2 ͑s͒ and substituting in time parameters from Eq. A9.
This final transfer function then varies with subject specific volume parameters (VA CO 2 , VT CO 2 ) and time dependent parameters (V A, Q ). These timing parameters are dynamically updated at each breath based on a five breath running median filter for V A and estimation of Q (see Measurement of Model Parameters). The arterial response is then estimated by multiplying the plant model by the inspired gas input.
Control System Design
The control system first uses a combination of feedforward and feedback controller functions to maintain end-tidal values along a desired time course. The design of these controller 
where the feedforward and feedback controller functions are parameterized based on the timing parameters (Eq. A9). While measured ventilation changes then adjust the controller parameters at each breath, these adjustments do no specifically compensate for the direct perturbation of arterial values by V A. Feedback control can compensate for these arterial errors; however, we found that performance could be improved further by correcting the controller planned inspired gases by a ventilation compensation function,
where f VC is the ventilation compensation function and where this function directly accounts for end-tidal perturbations caused by changes in measured V A (see Measurement of Model Parameters).
Feedforward controller. The feedforward controller plans inspired gas values based only on desired arterial time courses and controller design is equivalent to using an inverse of the plant transfer function.
However, since P(s) is a proper transfer function (the degree of the denominator is greater than the degree of the numerator), inversion results in a function that grows unbounded at high frequencies, such as would be present for step change in desired values. We therefore multiplied the inverted system by a low pass filter with filter time constant chosen to equal the smallest timing parameter (T 1 ) to reduce high-frequency sensitivity while minimizing distortion of the plant dynamics. For implementation in the end-tidal controller, this continuous feedforward model was converted to a discrete model with a one breath sampling period.
Since the feedforward contributions to the control system are planned by running the desired end-tidal time courses through an approximate inverse of the plant dynamics, the accuracy of this control is dependent on the degree to which the plant 
where K P and K I are the proportional and integral gains, respectively.
To parameterize the feedback gains as a function of model parameters using standard tuning rules, we further simplified the plant model (Eq. A10) to a first order system with time delay. It is common practice to reduce higher order systems to simplify feedback controller design in cases where some system dynamics operate at a much slower time scale than others. In this case, the feedback controller is designed based on the reduced system, which retains the fast dynamics. Such a design faces relatively little loss in controller performance because a controller designed to regulate the faster time scale processes is sufficiently fast to regulate the slower time scale processes. The timing parameter T 3 is approximately five times greater than T 2 and 30 times greater than T 1 , reflecting that fact that changes in the body tissue CO 2 levels change more slowly than in the lung. We therefore simplified Eq. A10 with the assumption that T 3 ϾϾ T 2 ,T 1 , equivalent to assuming PV CO 2 is constant. The reduced model P*(s) takes the form,
and served the purpose of designing the feedback gains. This derived model assumes no time delay between changes in inspired air concentration and changes in arterial concentration. In practice, delivery of controlled air to the subject is limited by sensor delay, transit delay, and filtering delay (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) and we estimated this delay to be approximately one breath in pilot experiments.
We chose these gains based on plant model dynamics using standard design rules which seek a balance between fast rejection of errors and closed-loop stability. Using the reduced model allows application of the second method of ZeiglerNichol's PI tuning (30) . For a generic first order system with time delay, G(s), the proportional and integral gains are a direct function of the model parameters. where T is the first order time constant, d is the time delay, and K is the system gain. Based on Eq. A17 and assuming a one breath time delay, we can then directly define the feedback gain parameters as a function of the timing parameters, where
and where T B is one respiratory period. Parameterizing the feedback gains in terms of the reduced model amounts to designing the feedback controller to rapidly correct gas levels in the lung, while neglecting the body tissue levels. However, this controller is then inherently responsive enough to correct slower end-tidal deviations associated with body tissue dynamics and model errors.
The feedback parameters were then tested and varied in simulation to determine whether parameters based on the Ziegler-Nichols criteria were suitable when combining feedback and feedforward control. Based on simulations of step changes in desired arterial values, we found that both feedback parameters should be divided approximately by 2 to limit overshoots to Ͻ5%. For implementation in the end-tidal controller, this continuous feedback controller was converted to a discrete model with a one breath sampling period.
Ventilation compensation function. A ventilation compensation function additionally accounted for the direct input/output effect of changes in V A on end-tidal values. While the feedback control system does partially compensate for ventilation induced end-tidal errors, the controller is not designed to ideally reject these perturbations. In other words, the control system is designed based on the plant Pa CO 2 (s)/PI CO 2 (s) and not Pa CO 2 (s)/ V A(s). During piloting, we found that feedback gains larger than those planned by Eq. A19 were necessary to compensate for the relatively rapid changes in end-tidal values due to changes in V A. However, these gains were too high in steady state conditions based on measured variability of end-tidal values. We therefore kept feedback gains small (based on Eq. A19) and adopted a ventilation compensation function to separately account for changes in measured V A, PI CO 2 _corrected ϭ ͑ PI CO 2 where V A * is the baseline minute alveolar ventilation. Reflected in these equations is the concept that V A increases above baseline following end-tidal control are a response by the subject to return end-tidal values back to baseline by increasing the volume of inspiratory gas available for exchange in the lungs. The ventilation compensation function assigns a portion of the inspiratory volume to be at the measured arterial pressure, gas that theoretically does not contribute to gas exchange in the lung (22) . The relative amount of gas at this arterial pressure relative to the controlled pressure, and thus the amount of CO 2 in the inspired air, increases proportionally with V A increases above baseline.
Measurement of Model Parameters
Quantification of timing parameters (Eq. A9) required estimation of subject specific and time dependent parameters. We estimated subject measures of lung and body tissue CO 2 volume based on age, height, and resting tidal volume. We also estimated time-dependent V A and Q based on instantaneous VT, f R , and V E, measured with a five-breath running median filter.
Lung and body tissue CO 2 volume. The lung and body tissue CO 2 volumes were calculated based on relative values used previously, scaled by the relative ratio of each subject's lung volume to 2.5 liters (12, 16) . 
The total dead space volume includes the physiological dead space, which is the sum of the anatomical dead space and the alveolar dead space, and the mechanical dead space of the respiratory equipment (ϳ253 ml). We estimated physiological dead space, which varies as a function of tidal volume, from the regression equations of Asmussen and Nielsen ( Cardiac output. We estimated cardiac output as a function of alveolar ventilation assuming that the ventilation perfusionratio V A/Q was relatively constant around the resting and walking operating conditions tested. We used ratios of 0.87 and 1.68 for resting and light exercise, respectively, which were computed from published cardiopulmonary parameters (9) .
